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ABSTRACT

Over the last year-and-a-half, several 4--crn-aperturc, 17-m-long dipole magnet
prototypes were built by Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) under conu'act with the
Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) Laboratory. These prototypes arc the last phase of a
half-decade-long R&.D program, carried out in collaboration with Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and aimed at demonstrating the feasibility of
the SSC main ring dipole magnets. They also prepare the way for the 5-cre-aperture dipole
magnet program to bc started soon. In this paper, we analyze the mechanical behavior of the
BNL prototypes during cool-down and excitation, and we attempt to relate this behavior to the
magnet features. The data reweal that the mechanical behavior is sensitive to the vcrdcal
collar-yoke interference, and that the magnets exhibited somewhat erraticchanges in coil end-
loading during cool-down.

INTRODUCTION

This is the second of a series of papers reviewing the 4-cre-aperture, 17-m-long
Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) dipole magnet R&D program at Brookhaven National
Laboratory(BNL). Inthefirstpaper,1we reportedon thedesignandassemblyofthefive
mostrecentprototypes.Inthispaper,we reporton themechanicalbehaviorduringcool-
down andexcitationofthesarncfivemagnets,andwc attempttorelatethisbehaviortothe
conswuctionfcaun'cs.The quenchperformance,andhow itisaffectedby themechanical
behavior,willbc describedelsewhere.2

The fivemagnetsdiscussedherewereproducedby BNL. Threeofthem(DD0026,
DD0027,andDD0028) werecold-tcstexlatFermiNationalAcceleratorLaboratory
(FNAL);3.4theothertwo (DC0201 andDC0204) werecold-testedatBNL. Thesemagnets
relyontheBNL line-to-liaefitdesign,inwhichpartofthesupportagainsttheradial
componentoftheLorentzforceisprovidedby theyoke.The mainvariantsin_cirfeatures
arcsun'wnarizedinTableI.MagnetsDD(X}26throughDD0028 usedroundcollarsdesigned
toperfectlymatchtheinnerboundaryoftheyokeatroom temperature.MagnetsDC0201 and
DC0204 usedanri.avalizedcollarsdesignedtocompensateforexcessverticaldeflectionofthe
collaredcoilafterassembly.ExtrashimswcrcaddedtothetopsandbottomsofDC0204
collarstoprevemthelossofvcrncalcontactbetweenthecollaredcoilandtheyokeinthecold
state.The collarmaterialwas Nitronic-40stainlesssteelforallmagnetsexceptDD0026,
whichusedKawasakistainlesssteel.Alimagnetswereequippedwiththestandard
instrumentationoftheSSC dipolemagnetprototypes,includingvoltagetapstolocatethe
quenchoriginsandtwotypesofcalibratedswaingauges:I)bexan-typcstrain-gauge
transducerstomeasuretheazimuthalpressureexertedbythecoilagainstthecollarpoles,and
2)"bullet"gaugeassembliestomeasurethefow.cexertedbythecoilagainsttheendplates,s
A detailedp_scntationofthedesignconceptsandofthevariousmagnetfeaturescanbefound
inReferenceI.

The mechanicaldatareIx_rmdherearcthosemeasuredby thetwo typesofstrain
gaugesthroughoutcool-downandexcitation.The cool-downdataaremonitoredatregular
timeintervalsby aslowdam loggersystem.Theexcitationdam aretakenduringspecific
currentcyclescalledstrain-gaugeruns.A swain-gaugerunconsistsoframpingthecurrent
step-by-stepup toa maximum value,thendown tozero,readingoutthesn'aingaugesateach
step; the step increments are usually equally spaced in current squared. (The first magnet
excimnon after cool-down to a current of the order of the operating current is always a strain-
gauge run). In the three sections of this paper, we shall review the inner-layer stress data, the
outer-)a_,erstressdata,andtheend-forcedam. Eachofthethreesectionswillbcdividedinto
twosubsections,dealingwiththechangeduringcool-downandthechangeduringexcitation.. .
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(The change during cool-down results from the differences in thermal shrinkage between the
various magnet pans. ";'he change during excitation results from the Lo_ntz force on the
conductors.)

Table I. Variants in Design Features of Most Recent BNL 4-cm Aperture,

17-m-LonR Collider Dipole ,,ProtonsI II I

DD0026 DD0027 DD0028 DC0201 DC0204

Inner Conductor
Copper-to- Super- 1.44 1.48 1.52 1.52 1.29
conauc_r i¢,atlo

Inner Conductor
CriticalCurrent 7465 A 7822 A 7893 A 7893 A 8368 A
at 4.22K and 7T*

Epoxv Content of
IrinerZConduetor 24% 24% 24% 24% 20%
Fiberglass Wrap

Collar Material High Nitronic 40 Nitronic 40 Nitronic 40 Nitronic 40
Manganese

Collar Shape Round Round Round Anti- Anti-
Ovalizcd Ch.alized

Collar-Yoke Shim None None None None 76.2 mm

Yoke Design Revised Revised

End Design "yoke .... yoke .... yoke"
set screws set screws set screws

removed

" Measuredonconductorshortsamples
_W

I52.4 mmondi_eler

INNER-LAYER STRESS

Change During Cool-Down

As we described in Reference 1, the coil is assembled into the collars with an

azimuthal compressive stress. However, the thermal shrinkage coefficient of the coil in the
azimuthal direction, integrated between room and liquid helium fLHe) temperatures, was
measured to be 4.5 x 10"3,compared to 3.0 x 10. 3for Nitronic-40 stainless steel, and 1.7 x
10.3 for Kawasaki stainless steel. 6 During cool-down, the coil thus shrinks more than the
collars, and the azimuthal compressive stress is expected to deerca-sc.

The stress losses during the fast cool-down of the five magnets described in this
paper are summarized in Table II.a- They range from 25 to 30 MPa for magnets DD0027,
DD0028, and DC0201. lt is larger for magnet DD0026:37 MPa. This larger loss is
consistent with the fact that magnet DD0026 uses Kawasaki steel collars, whose integrated
thermal shrinkage coefficient is lower than that of Nitronic-40 steel. The smallest loss is that
of magnet DC_204:21 MPa. Magnet DC'0204 was also the magnet in this series with the
lowest room-tcm_'_c:-aturepre_'nnpression. 1 ,a.pos."ible explanation for this lower pre-
compression is the lower epoxy ."t,tltent of the fiL-r_,'.ass wr,_. of the inner-layer conductor:.
20% in weight for magnet DC0204, compared to 24% for the ,_Lhermagnets.
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Table II. Surmnary of Mechanical Data of Selected BNL 4-cm-Apernne, 17-m-Long
Collider Dipole Magnet Prototypes: a) Inner-Layer Stress Data, b) Outer
Laver Stress Data. c) End-Force Data.

1

Av. Inner Stress Av. Inner Stress Average Slope
Magnet Change during after of Inner Stress Unloading
Name I st Cool-Down Ist Cool-Down vs. 12 Current

(MPa) (MPa) (MPa/kA 2 ) (A)

DD0026 -37.3 15.6 0.52 6500
DD0027 -28.1 31.4 0.75 none
DD0028 -24.7 26.4 0.73 7000
DC0201 -29.8 25.4 1.05 6500
DC0204 -21.1 20.6 0.78 6500

Av. Outer Stress Av. Outer Sn'ess Average Slope

Magnet Change during after of Outer Stress Unloading
Name 1st Cool-Down 1st Cool-Down vs. 12 Cre'rent

(MPa) (MPa) (MPa/kA 2) (kA)

DD0026 - 16.3 31.7 0.18 none
DD(X327 - 16.2 39.2 0.27 none
DD0028 -24.6 17.0 0.22 none
DC0201 - 10.2 25.5 0.24 none
DC0204 - 18.3 26.5 0.22 none

Total End-Force Total End-Force Total End-Force

Magnet Change during after Slope
Name 1st Cool-Down I st Cool-Down vs. I z

(kN) (kN) (kN/kA2)

DD0026 -3.9 4.4 0.25
DD0027 - 10.2 1.0 0.30
DD0028 -6.5 8.1 0.31
DC0201 18.8 25.6 0.37
DC0204 -2.7 10.6 0.29

As can be seen in Reference 1, the pre-compressions at LHc temperature of magnets
DD0027, DD0028, and DC0201 are well correlated to the effective sizes of the inner layer

package, while that of magnets DIXI026 and DC0204 lie below the line. This is consistent
withtheparticularitiesofthesetwomagnetsdescribedabove.

Change During Excitation

Figure 1 presents a typical example of the change in inner-layer stress as a function of
cm'rent squared during an excitation of magnet DC0204. The four traces correspond to the
pressures mcasmr,d against the collar pole face of each quadranL The arrows indicate the up-
and down-ramps of the current.

lt appears that at low ctrrrcnts the pressure exerted by the coil against the collar pole
decreases linearly versus cua','e_t squared. This is consist_._) with what can be expected from
the Lorentz force, whose azimu'.hal cornpocent tends to con:Fr, -$ the ceil toward the
rnidplane. As the current increases, however, the presstrre flattens "_uta,:d eveneully reache_
a constant level. The flattening of the pressure can in part be explaim, d by tbc non-lu-car
properties of the coil, whose Young's modulus is known to increase with increasing load. 7
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The fact that at high currents the stress does not change while the Lorentz force is still
increasing indicates that the collar pole unloads, and that the average pressure exerted by the
coil against the pole face becomes zero. (The non-zero values measured by the gauges must
result from offsets introduced by differences between the active and compensating gauge
reference resistance values.) In the following, we shall refer to as unloading current, the
current at which the slope of the:inner-layer stress versus 12becomes less than 10% of the
initial slope.

The unloading of the coil inner layer iIlustrmed in Figure I is typical of the magnets
discussed in this paper. The unloading currents, summarized in Table II.a, were usually
around6500A,exceptformagnetDD0027, whichwas excitedupto7200A withoutits
inner-layerstressr_achingaplate.au.Originally,thisunloadingwas notintendedtooccur,
andithadnotbccnobservedinmagnetspriortoDD0019.s.9A primereasonwhy theactual
magnetsexhibitsuchbehavior,whiletheearlierprototypesdidnot,isthattheirlevelofinner-
layerpre-compressionatLHc temperatureismuch lower:20 MPa formagnetDC0204,
comparedto55MPa formagnetDD0017. Anotherreasonisthatformostoftherecent
magnets,theinitialslopeofthestressversusI_ isIre'gcr.0.78MPa/kA2 formagnetDC0204,
comparedto0.56MPa/kA 2formagnctDD0017. The Icvclofcoldpre-compressionis
dctcrrnincdby thepm-compressionatroom tcmperaturc,whichisitselfcontrolledby the
thicknessofthebrassshimsinsertedduringassemblybetweenthecoilandthecollarpolc.1
Magnetsafler,andincluding,DD0019 weredeliberatelyassernbledwitha lowerpre-
compressiontoavoidovcrstrcssingthecoilinsulationduringcollaring.Thusobtaininga
lowerlevelofpre-compressioninthecoldsmtcwas notsurprising.On theotherhand,the
slopeofthestressversus/2was notexpectedtovarysignificantly.
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Figure 1. Change in the azimuthal pl :ssurc exer-,_l by the coil ipner layer against the collar
pole during an excitation of B_TL4-cre-aperture, 17-m-long colLider dipole magnet
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Looking more closely at the data presented in Table II, it appears that there arc large
variations in the slopes even among the five magnets described in this paper. The smallest
slope is observed for magnet DD0026, which uses round, Kawasaki steel collars: 0.52
MPa/kA 2. The largest is that of magnet DC020 I, which uses anti-ovalized, Nitronic-40
collars: 1.05 MPa/kA 2. The other magnets---which use either round, Nitronic-40 collars, or
anti-ovalized, Nitronic 40 collars, with shims at the tops and bottoms---_cupy an
intermediate position, with slopes Dctween 0.7 and 0.8 MPa/kA 2. The dependence of the
slope on the collar configuration suggests that it may Dc related to the collar-yoke interference
at LHc temperature.

'fhere is no practical way to directly measure the collar-yoke interference at LHc
temperature, but it can Dc estimated. In Reference I, we described how the horizontal and
vertical diameters of the collared-coil assembly were regularly measured after completion of

collaring.Letdcdesignatethemeasuredverticaldiameterofthecollared-coilassembly,and

dy theinnerdiarncteroftheyoke.Letusassumethatthcyokernidplancgapisentirelyclosed
attheendofshellweldir.g.Foramagnetwithno shimsbetweenthecollarandtheyoke,the
verticalcoUar-yokcinterferenceatroom temperature,iw,isgivenby

iw = dc - dy. (la)

For a magnet with shims of thickness a between the collars and the yoke, interference
is given by

iw = dc - dy +2a. (Ib)

The interferenceatLHc temperatm'e,iL_,canthenDCestimatedas

it_ = iw - dy (_- c_) (2)

where o_ is the integrated thermal shrinkage coefficient between room and LHc temperatures
of the collar steel, and ¢y,yis that of the yoke steel. The integrated coefficients used in the
computation arc: 3.0 x 10-3for Nitronic-40, 1.7 x 10.3 for Kawasaki steel, and 2.0 x 10-3
for low carbon steel.

Figure 2 presents a summary plot of the initial slope of the inner-layer stress versus/2
as a function of the estimated collar-yoke interference at LHc tempermurc. For each magnet,
the slope is the average slope of the pressures measured against the collar pole face of each
quadrant. (For magnets DD0027 and DD0028, which were equipped with two series of
beam-type smain-gauge transducers, we selected the data from the mansducers located at the
minimum coil size location.) The collar-yoke interference is that calculated from Eq. (2) using
the collar vertical deflection measured at the axial location of the beam-type strain-gauge
transducers. The five magnets appear to lie on the same line. Thus, there appears to DCa
correlation between these two parameters.

There is not yet a clear understanding of why the slope of the inner-layer stress is so
sense.tire to the vertical collar-yoke interference. One plausible explanation follows: In the
body of the magnet, the Lorentz force has two components---an azimuthal component, which
tends to compress the coil towards the midplane, and a radial component, which tends to Dcnd
the collars outws.-d, which is maximum at the midplane. If the yoke is tightly fit_,. _.othe
collars,itprovidesaninfinitelystiffsupportagainsttheradialcomponentoftheLorentz
force.The collarsdo notbend,andtheunloadingofthecoUm poleresultsonlyfromh,".

compressionofthecoilundertheazimuthalcomponentoftheLorentzforce.On th_._tber
hand,iftheyokeisnottightlyfittedtothecollar,therecanDca gapbetweenthecollar_ndthe
yoke,extendingoveracertainangleon bothsidesofthemidplane.Duringenergization,u'Ic
collarsbendandthecoildeflectsaccordingly,witha maximum displacementatthemidplane.
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The arc length of the coil thus increases, resulting in a decrease of azimuthal compressive
stress. In this case, the initial unloading of the collar pole results from two factors: I) the coil

compression under the azimuthal component of the Lorentz su'css, and 2) the coil bending due
to the radial component of the Lorentz force. This second factor accelerates the initial rate of
unloading of the collar pole, resulting in a higher slope.

The amplitudeofthebendingmoment thatstretchesthecoildependson theangular
extentofthegapbetweenthecollarsandtheyokewithrespecttothemidplane.The largerthe
angle,thelargerthebendingmoment. Ratherthanlookingatthegapon bothsidesofthethe
midplane,onecanalsolookattheperimeterofcontactbetweenthecollarandtheyokeon
bothsidesofthepoleplane.The smallertheperimeter,thelargerthebendingmoment. Ifwc
assumethattheyokemidplanegapisalwaysclosed,theperimeterofcontactiscompletely
determinedby theamountofverticalinterferencebetweenthecollarandtheyoke:thelarger
theinterference,thelargertheperimeter.Thisshowsthattheamplitudeofthebending
moment shouldbeadcc_v,asingfunctionoftheverticalcollar-yokeinterference.Becausethe
azimuthalcomponentoftheLorcmzforceisnotexpectedtovaryfrommagnettomagnet,the
slopeoftheinnerlayerstressshouldfollowthesamedependenceasthebendingmoment and
bca decreasingfunctionoftheesumatedverticalcollar-yokeinterferenceatLHc temperature,
whichisinqualitativeagreementwithwhatisobservedinFigure2. (On theotherhand,as
thecurrentincreasesandthecollarsbend,theperimeterofcontactbetweenthecollarsandthe

yokeincreases,resultinginadecreasingbendingmoment. "lhcbendingmoment eventually
bccorncsnilasthecollarstouchtheyokeatthemidplanc.Thisdecreaseofthebending
moment isanotherfactorcontributingtotheflatteningoftheinner-layerstressobservedin

Figurelathighcurrents.)
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Figure2. Correlationbetweentheinitialslopeoftheaveragein_cr-laycrsu-,.ssversuscurrm_t
squared and thc estimated collar-yoke interference at LHc tcmpcramre of most
recent BNL 4-cm-apenure, l?-m-long collider dipole magnet prototypes (the
interference is that calculated at the axial location of the strain gauges).
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If the above description is correct, the slope of the inner-layer stress provides an
indirect measurement of the perimeter of contact between the collar and the yoke, and thus of
the collar-yoke interference at LHc temperature. The fact that magnet DD0026 has the
smallest slope conforms with our expectation that the use of Kawasaki steel should provide a
tight fit between the collars and the yoke. The fact that magnet DC-_201 has the largest slope
confirms our fear that the 254 _-n reduction of the collar vertical diameter might be excessive
and that the collared-coil assembly might be loose inside c.heyoke at LHc temperature. The
fact that magnet DC0204 has a slope similar to that of magnets DD0027 and DD0028 shows
that the shims that were added on DC0204 acted mechanically as they were supposed to; that

is, they increased the vertical co)?.ar-yoke interference in order to make a magnet originally
designed as DC0201 behave like a round collar magnet.

We shall describe elsewhere 2 how the quench performance is affected by the bending
of the collars and the unloading of the coil inner layer. One can, however, already mention
that the coil unloading does not have the dramatic influence one might ))dnk it would have.
As we said earlier, the Lorentz force can be resolved into two components: one radial and one
azimuthal. The radial component is maximum at the midplane, but it exists on all the mms of
the coil, including the pole mm. The pole turn is normally in ccntact with the face of the
collar pole; tj,: radial component of the Lorentz force thus introduces shear stress at the
interface of _ ,'wo. On the other hand, the azimuthal component of the Lorentz force
compresses the coil toward the midplane. The pole mm thus tends to part from the face of the
collar pole, and the frictional forces at the interface decrease. As the shear stress increases
and the frictional forces decrease, the risk of conductor stick-slip motion, eventually leading
to quenches, increases. Ali the magnets described in this paper exhibited training quenches
that originated in the inner-layer pole mms, at currents of the order of or above the unloading
currents. However, they ali reached a plateau within a few percent of the estimated short-
sample current limit, and ali could be operated at low temperatures--thus higher force
levels---without major problems. This shows that although the unloading cannot be ruled out
as a cause of some of the training quenches, it is not a major threat to the magnet operation.

OUTER-LAYER STRESS

Change During Cool-Down

For the same reasons as those invoked for the inner-layer pre-compression, the outer-

layer pre-compression is expected to decrease during cool-down. The cool-down data for the
five magnets described in this paper are summarized in Table II.b. The changes during cool-
down appear more erratic than for the inner layer, and they do not follow the same magnet-to-
magnet pattern. Also, as can be seen in Reference 1, there is no clear correlation between the
pre-compressions at LHe temperature and the effective sizes of the outer-layer package. The
same lack of correlation was already observed at room-temperature; thus it is not surprising
that it did not improve during cool-down. Two reasons can be found to explain this more
erratic behavior and lack of correlation with the outer-layer size: 1) the mounting of the outer-

layer transducers may be less reliable than that of the inner-layer transducers, and 2) the
compression of the outer layer by the collars may be influenced by the inner layer.

Letusfirstdiscussthereliabilityofthestressmeasurements.The stressdata
presentedinTablesII.aandII.bareaveragevaluesoverthefourcoilquadrants.However,
formostofthemagnets,thestandarddeviationofthefourouter-layerpressuresismuch
larger than that of the inner-layer pressures. (The most dramatic case is tnagnet DD_27,
with a standard deviation of 11.7 MPa for the outer-layer pressures after c,)ol-down,
compa,'exi to 2.3 MPa for the inner-layer pressures.) This difference can poss_.bly arise ham
the mounting of the strain-gauge beams. In the case of the inner layer, the whole pole part of
the collar 'laminations supporting the beams is cut in order to host a solid and accurately
EDM'd stainless-steel base.5 In the case of the outer layer, the beams are also mounted
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against a solid and accurately EDM'd backing plate, but the backing plate itself rests against a
laminated surface. The roughness of this surface does not allow a perfect alignment of the
beam, eventually leading to asymmetries between the four quadrants. Of course, this larger
spread of the outer stress data raises questions about the reliability of the mean values given in
Table II.b.

The question of the influence of the inner layer on the outer-layer pre-compression is
more subtle. As the collars are mounted around the coil, they compress the two layers
simultaneously. The two layers can therefore be considered as two parallel springs. The
balance of forces in the collared-coil assembly then depends on the respective values of the
two spring rates. If the inner-layer spring is stiffer, it dominates the outer-layer spring and
determines the vertical deflection of the collars, and thus the azimuthal compressive stresses.
On the other hand, both me inner layer and the collars apply a radial pressure on the outer
layer. Because of Poisson's ratio, the arc length of the outer layer tends to increase, resulting
in an increase of azimuthal stress. Both of these mechanisms result in variations of the outer-

layer pre-compression which are not related to the outer-layer package size and which could
account for the poor correlation that is observed. (Also, to be thorough, we would have to
consider the frictional effects between the inner and outer layers, and between the coil and the
collars. At this time, however, we do not have a clear picture of how these frictional effects
influence the azimuthal pre-compressions.)

Change During Excitation

Figure 3 presents a typical example of the change in outer-layer stress as a function of
current squared during an excitation of magnet DC0204. The four traces correspond to the
pressures measured against the collar pole face of each quruirant. The arrows indicate the up-
and down-ramps of the current. These data are from the same strain-gauge run as that of
Figure 1. Despite the fact that they are widely spread, the four traces appear to be roughly
parallel. This indicates that although one can have some doubt about the absolute values of
the gauge readouts, their dynamic responses arc consistent. They show that, in a manner
similar to that of the inner layer, the outer layer has a tendency to unload from the pole, but
the amplitude of this unloading is relatively small. The main reason for this smaller unloading
is that the integral of the azimuthal component of the Lorentz force over the outer layer is
much smaLl_ than for the inner layer.

In the case of the inner layer, we saw that the initial slope of ft:c stress versus/2 was
very sensitive to the vertical collar-yoke int_'ference. One is curious to learn whether the
outer layer exhibits the same correlation. Figure 4 presents a summary plot of the initial slope
of the outer-layer stress versus/2 as a function of the estimated collar-yoke interference at
LHe temperature. For each magnet, the slope is the average slope of the pressures measured
against the collar pole face of each quadrant. The collar-yoke interference is that calculated
from Eq. (2) using the collar vertical deflection measured at the axial location of the beam-type
strain-gauge transducers. For this plot, we deliberately chose the same X- and Y-scale range
as for the plot in Figure 2. With this scaling, the slope of the outer-layer stress appears to be
roughly constant. In the model developed above, this would indicate that the outer layer is
much less sensitive to the bending moment resulting from the radial component of the Lorentz
force, and that its rate of unloading is only determined by the azimuthal component of the
Lorentz force, which does not change magnet to magnet. This lower sensitivity to the
bending moment could possibly be explained by the fact that when the coil deflects to match
the midplane bending of the collars caused by the radial component of the Lorentz. force, the
arc length of the outer layer does not increase as much as that of the inner layer, rvculfing in a
smaller rate of loss of azimuthal compressive stress. One could also argue that as the _.tu'rent
increases, the ra,.'tmlpressure exerted by the inner layer on the outer layer increases, resulting
in an increase of the outer-layer arc length because of Poisson's ratio, partially compensating
the loss of azimuthal compressive stress due to the other effects.
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END FORCE

Change During Cool-Down

Predicting the change in end-force during cool-down is not as straightforward as it is
for the azimuthal compressive stress. As we described in Reference l, the coil is loaded
axially by means of screws that arc set through the end-plate. The end-plate itself is anchored
to a stainless-steel cylinder, called the bonnet, which is welded to the shell; during cool-
down, the end-plate thus follows the shrinkage of the outer shell. If the presence of the yoke
can bc ignored, the change in end-force during cool-down is determined by the difference in
thermal shrinkage coefficients in the axial direction between the coil and the outer shell. The
integrated coefficient between room temperatta_ and LHc temperature of the coil in the axial
direction was measured at 2.5 x 10-3,compared to 2.9 x l0 -3 for the outer shell steel. 6 From
these data, the end-force is thus expected to increase during cool-down. On the other hand,
the yoke laminations of the five magnets described in this paper were compactly stacked so
that the yoke would behave mechanically as a monolith. As the outer shell is welded around
the yoke, it is put into tension, and it applies a radial pressure on the yoke. This radial
pressure results in a high friction at the interface between the yoke and the shell. During cool-
down, the shell tries to shrink more than the monolithic yoke, whose integrated thermal
shrinkage coefficient between room temperature and LHc temperature is only 2.0 x 103.
However, the high friction at the interface prevents the shell fTomdoing so. The shell thus
effectively stretches to match the thermal shrinkage of the yoke. In this situation, the change
of end-force during cool-down is thus determined by the difference in thermal shrinkage
cocfficiems in the axial direction between the coil and the yoke. From the aforementioned
data, the end-force is thus expected to decrease during cool-down. In reality, the yoke is not
pure!y monolithic, and part of the differential thermal shrinkage between the yoke and the
shell is used to close gaps between the yoke laminations. The change in end-force during
cool-down is thus expected to vary from magnet to magnet, depending on the amount of
friction between the yoke and the shell, and on the compaction factor of the yoke.

The change in end-force during the first cool-down of the five magnets presented here
is reported in Table II.c. For all but one magnet, the end-force decreased during cool-down.
The magnet with increasing end-force was magnet DC0201, which used anti-ovalized,
Nitronic 40 collars with no shims between the collar and the yoke. Magnet DC'0201 was the
magnet with the lowest vertical interference between the collar and the yoke. Also, it was the
only magnet of the series whose yoke midplanc gap was measured to be closed at the end of
the yoke stacking, prior to the shell welding, l Therefore, the band clamps used to hold the
two shell halves in place around the yoke in preparation for welding required less tension than
on other magnets, resulting in a lower radial presstn'c on the yoke. (The band clamps arc
tightened until the gap between the two shell halves on each side of the magnet is 1.5 mm.)
These two facts are consistent with low frictional forces at the interface between the yoke m_d
the shell, which could eventually account for the increase in end-force during cool-down. For
ali other magnets, the yoke midplanc gap was measured to bc open at the end of the yoke
stacking. To achieve the sarac gap between the shell halves, the band clamps therefore
needed more tension, resulting in a higher radial pressure on the yoke, and thus higher
frictional forces at the interface between the yoke and the shell. This is consistent with the
observed decrease of end-force during cool-down. Also, one would expect the amplitude of
this decrease to be somewhat related to the width of the yoke midplanc gap: the larger the gap,
the more radial pressure is needed to close it, and thus the higher the friction between the yoke
and the shell. On the other hand, if the friction is higher, the shell is prevented from fully
contracting to better match the shrinkage of the yoke, resulting in a larger decrease of end
force. Among the magnets presented in Table II.c, DD0027 was the the one with the largest
yoke midplane gap; it also exhibited the largest decrease of end-force during cool-clown.

As we have seen, the changes in end-force reported in Table II.c can be qualitatively
explained. However, one can notice that the LHc-temperature values arc more scattered than
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what could be explained by these -.hanges' This is because the room-temperature values were
already scattered. As we described in Reference 1, the end-force is set during assembly to a
nominal value of 4 kN. As the magne_ is mounted on the test stand, bellows are welded at the
periphery of the bonnet, connecting the magnet cold-mass to the He distribution. This
welding induces a distortion of the bonnet, resulting in an increase of end-force that greatly
varies from magnet to magnet. Aside from the fact that it is not reproducible, this increase is
not thought to be a problem, since it goes in the direction of better axial loading. On the other
hand, the fact that the end-force can decrease, during cool-down and the fact that the sign and
the amplitude of the change depend on a friction coefficient are more worrisome, for it is
difficult if not impossible to predict the end-force level at LHe temperature and to ensure that
this level will be sufficient. In the case of magnet DD0027, for instance, the end-force at LHe

temperature ended up being very small, perhaps leading to poor quench performance. Studies
are now underway to determine the quantitative relations that determine the change in end-
force during cool-down and to devise a process to control them.

Change During Excitation

Figure 5 presents a typical example of end-force as a function of current squared
during an energization of magnet DC0204. The four traces correspond to the four "bullet"
gauge assemblies at the return end of the magnet (the return end is the magnet end opposite
that where the current leads are connected). The arrows indicate the up- and down-ramps of
the current. These data were taken during the same strain-gauge run as for Figures I and 3.

As expected, the end-force increases linearly as a function of current squared,
indicating that the collared-coil assembly tends to expand inside the yoke. For the strain-
gauge run presented in Figure 5, which was performed after magnet DC0204 had already
been quenched several times, there is little variation in the slope of the end-force versus/2
from zero to the maximum current. However, for most of the first strain-gauge runs after
cool-down, the end-force exhibits a curvature at low currents, and the final slope is larger
than the initial one. Typically, the DD series magnets exhibited a slope increase of the order
of 40% during their first excitation to high current; the increase was about 20% for magnet
DC0201, while there was no noticeable change for magnet DC0204. Such slope increase
reveals that the coil end-parts stiffened during the first excitation, which can be interpreted as
a sign that they were not properly loaded to begin with. In most cases, however, this
problem goes away on subsequent excitations, and the amount of hysteresis between the up-
and down-ramps is relatively small.

As we suggested, the collared-coil assembly tends to expand inside the yoke while
energized. The rate of this expansion should be determined by the amount of friction bet_een
the collar and the yoke. As the friction increases, more of _e end force can be shared by the
yoke, decreasing the likelihood that the collared-coil assembly will expand. As for the inner-
layer stress, we are therefore expecting to fred a correlation between the slope of the end force
versus/2 and the estimated collar-yoke interference at LHc temperature. Figure 6 presents a
summary plot of the slope as a function of the interference for the five magnets discussed in
this paper. Because the slope changes as a function of current for some of the magnets, we
selected the maximum-current slope, which we believe is more representative of the coil-end
behavior. On the other hand, the estimated collar-yoke interference is that calculated from

Eq. (2), using the average value of dc over the magnet length.

Figure 6 shows a correlation similar to that of Figure 2, although the data are more
scattered. Magnet DD(X_6 had the smallest end-force slope, 0.25 kNlkA 2. It was already
the magnet with the smallest inner-layer stress slope, and it is consistent with our expectation
of a tight collar-yoke fit, resulting from the use of Kawasaki steel collars. Magnet DC0201
had the ._ighest slope, 0.37 kNlkA 2, which is constCtent with our expectation of a loose
collar-yoke fit, resulting from the use of anti-ovai/ze.'_ collars, i--heother magnets have slopes
ranging from 0.29 m 0.31 kN/kA 2. As we already noticed on the inner-layer stress slope, the
end-force slope shows that the shims that were added on the tops and bottoms of DC0204
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collars acted mechanically as they were supposed to do; that is, they increased the amount of
collar-yoke interference in order to make a magnet originally designed like DC0201 behave
like DD0027 or DD0028. ('DC0204 end-force slope, however, is slightly off the line defined
by the other magnets, revealing that the collar-yoke interference at l.,I-le temperature may be
larger than estimated. This error could come from the fact that in calculating the thickness of
the shims to be used in F-xi.(lb), we neglected the double adhesive tape that secures them on
the tops and bottoms of the collars.)

The most interesting conclusion from Figures 2 and 6 is that the inner-layer stress
slope and the end-force slope exhibit a similar dependence on the estimated vertical collar-
yoke interference at LHc temperature. This sensitivity of magnet mechanical behavior to
collar-yoke interference raises a number of concerns, the most serious of which is that collars
and yoke are both laminated. Their contact surface is thus very rough, creating a risk of stick-
slip motions of the collars inside the yoke during cool-down and subsequently during
excitation. These sudden motions of collars during excitation can eventually lead to quenches
in the outer layer of the coil. (Unlike the yoke, the collars are not monolithic, and gaps
subsist between the collar packs where bent_ng can occur.) This is certainly a clue for the
predominance of outer-layer quenches that were observed during the quench-testing of these
magnets. 2
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the estimated collaz-yokc interference at LHc temperature of most recent BNL 4-
cre-aperture, ]7-m-long collider dipole magnet prototypes (the interference is that
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we reviewed the mechanical data during cool-down and excitation of the five
most recent BNL 4-cm-apertnre, lT-m-long SSC dipole magnet prototypes. We successively
analyzed the changes in azimuthalcompressive stress in the coil inner and outer layers, and
the changes in axial compressive load at the coil ends. We saw that for most of the magnets,
the azimuthal pressure exerted by the coil inner layer against the collar pole decreased to zero
during energization, revealing a possible unloading of the pole. We found that the rate of
decrease of the inner-layer stress and the rate of increase of the end-force during energization
were correlated to the estimated vertical interference between the collars and the yoke at LHc

temperature. These correlations are similar in,trend: the tighter the clamping of the collared-
coil assembly by the yoke, the smaller the rate of change. We also saw that for most of the
magnets, the end-force decreased during cool-down, and the amplitude of this decrease was
somewhat erratic, varying greatly from magnet to magnet. The next step is to analyze how
these variations in mechanical behavior influence the quench performance and eventually to

detern_e which are preferable for the magnet operation. This discussion will be the subject
of a future paper. 2
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